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Introduction

“I treat the making of artwork as a certain kind of
looking…not just about looking but about looking for
something; searching for something that is missing at
present…”
(Adam Chodzko, Out of Place, 2000)
I encountered these graduating Masters of Fine Arts
candidates as new MFA students during the �irst week of
their three-year trek through the program. They were all
newly met and were all from elsewhere save one. They
had arrived at this place with varied worldviews and
experiences that served as the basis of their artistic
production and the raw material they would use as fuel
for their various artistic rovings throughout the next
three years.

During their explorations, involving both outward and
inward journeying, they all experienced a
metamorphosis of their worldviews and came away with
the ability to understand and acknowledge their own
transformations. They all had the experience of, as
Eduardo Carriazo so elegantly put it,
“climbing into a new intellectual space and �illing it”.

How they each accomplished that task became the story
of their individual paths.
**

Some of the paths were surprising.

As Noah Verrier slyly commented, regarding his 150 day
durational painting project,
“…boredom can cede to fearlessness…”

Noting that as he moved through a process that involved
recognition of and breaking through the wall of
suppositions and preconceptions about the nature of
painting, he found himself with the ability to depict
landscape from a larger conceptual stage. He found the
strict structure he kept to led to adventurous
experimentation, providing him access to an abstract
language that involved, for instance, painting with �ingers
encased in a plastic bag …
As when Eduardo worked long and diligently on
paintings that would eventually become the surprisingly
moral centerpiece of a large sculptural installation. This
was a move that involved an artistic catharsis on his part
that took great honesty and intellectual courage.
Realizing the meta-scale possibilities of the paintings,
and more importantly, acting upon that realization, he
pulled the resulting multimedia work off in a
spectacularly successful, meaningful, multi-layered
fashion.
**

Some shed layers of what they had previously considered
the center of their artistic practice, taking off in a
direction that had been on the periphery of their
interests at the beginning of their travels.
Combining object making with installation and
performance work, Kelly Gallo looks at her journey and
artistic practice as exploration of the self with a certain
tough honesty,

“It’s not about playing it safe, this is my job.”
Her love of extravagant color and pop culture is transformed into
hedonistic and theatrical ritual, drawing on and trans�iguring her
Catholic upbringing into fantastic, comedic spectacle. In Unicorn’s
Journey Towards Enlightenment, Gallo plays the role of Priest and
confessor, adding a piquant transcendent edge to the
hyper-lushness of her artistic theater.

Liz DiDonna’s interest in raw clay began to take more serious hold
as she progressed through the program, and this passion
combined with a renewed interest in performance, resulting in the
stunning photos that document her performative actions. As
Didonna works with the raw clay, whether using it for pillow or
blanket, covering her face and body with it or eating it, the
gestures she embodies have wide-ranging art historical references,
from ancient goddess imagery to Ana Mendieta’s Silueta series.
Her love of clay has an ecstatic quality that comes through in the
photographs, and as she has noted with regard to this body of
work,
“It’s not the end but the beginnings of something.”

Some travelled a more inward path, examining aspects of the self
as related to the portrayal of emotion and the idea of Beauty.

Alejandro Simon’s large luxuriant multi media drawings are �illed
with re�ined layers of color, shape and light. With his handling of
color and light in this series, Simon has tuned in to the
sophisticated sensibilities of mid-20th century Cuban artists.
Simon’s works are all about metamorphosis and becoming, and
along with their beauty they carry a bit of political weight for his
home country.
The paintings of Pavel Protsyuk deal with abstraction, a language
that is dif�icult to learn and even more dif�icult to speak.

Traversing the sublime, the color in Protsyuk’s work addresses
emotion at the most primal level. The subtle details of color on
color draw one in for a closer look as the scale threatens to engulf.
An investigation into the abstract is always a complex journey,
involving not only great skill with color and brush, but also serious
soul-searching and self-doubt along the way. Protsyuk articulated
this demanding internal process of the past three years as one of
“becoming more aware of myself and trusting my intuition”.

Hans Rasch is a whirlwind of energy, using his three years to
stretch his artistic practice to incorporate dance and performance
along with his existing printmaking, sculpture and painting skills.
Hans is an animal for work and has created Glass Heart, a four act
operatic extravaganza that is a synthesis of all his new and known
knowledge. Utilizing performance, dance, choreography,
printmaking, set and costume design, Hans’ desire is to give his
audience an immersive and transformative experience.
All of these artists have been remade over the past three years by
travelling arduously, joyfully, into the unknown and searching out
the thread of their future artistic paths. I’m very proud of them all
and happy to have had the chance to know and work with them.
And I’m excited for them all as they step off onto a new and much
larger journey.

“The original artist leaves the known as well as knowledge behind
and penetrates to the point of zero. This is where the exalted
condition begins.”
(Willi Baumeister, The Unknown in Art, 1947)
Cynthia Hollis, Director
621 Gallery
www.621gallery.org

Eduardo Carriazo

My current artistic interest centers on exploring the art-historical role of the
idealized �igure within the context of pictorial western tradition. This exploration
reveals the evolution of our views regarding sexuality and the identity assigned to
the sexes. Our perceptions of nudity, and the representation of the nude, have
always been linked to the socio-cultural climate of the period, and thus serve to
re�lect the degree of discomfort experienced by society at large regarding the
natural state of the human body, our perceptions and expressions of sexuality, and
the delineation of gender roles. Pictorial tradition and the representation of the
body are inextricably connected to sexuality, morality and the preservation of
speci�ic male or female roles. I want to portray the male nude in the guise of
allegorical �igures typically reserved for female characters in order to challenge the
viewer’s socially imposed ideas of proper roles for a gender.

Le Salon des Refusés.
mixed media installation
12’ x 8’ x 9’

opposite:

Vase
wheel-thrown stoneware
glaze, gold luster and paint
46” x 8”

The Three Graces
oil on canvas
36” x 48” /each

Elizabeth DiDonna

I am continually reminded of our primary relationship with the earth and our
kinship with it. My recent work describes a longing to be closer to the land and
involves physically immersing myself in nature. This desire comes from living in
highly industrialized surroundings -- observing the decaying remnants of industry
and the past attempts at a structured society that didn’t work.

My investigation began with a fascination with clay: what it is, where it comes from
and why we use it. I am interested in the tactile experience that initially begins with
digging up the earth and ends with an object that traditionally comes in contact
with the body. Its wide ranging characteristics from soft, malleable clay to hard,
stable ceramic remind me of our own inherent nature as vulnerable yet enduring.
Exploring this physical relationship with the earth has gone from creating objects
to developing photographs, performances and installations that show the body
making contact with nature through the conduit of clay. The clay relates a visceral
experience as it presses, covers, binds, cracks and disintegrates.

The work revolves around an awareness of time, feelings, sensations and the details
of the physical world, brought about through symbolic representations, invented
landscapes and dreamlike consciousness. Being the performer or subject allows me
to temporarily escape from the con�ines of culture into nature. These are personal
explorations that ultimately become cathartic – releasing the tensions and
frustrations of living in a confused and chaotic society while expressing the ecstasy
and euphoria of experiencing a sensuously beautiful world.

previous:

Compose/Composure
2012
A Bit of Earth (after The Secret Garden)
2012
opposite:

Steephead
2013

Kelly Gallo

I am inspired by the juxtaposition of reality and the fantasy world of party culture.
I believe the reality of daily life creates stress of social placement that re�lects
personal and cultural expectations, creating inhibitions within. I believe that in the
reality of a structured world, we need a moment to dream, exhale, and be wild. It is
my intent to present an opportunity for these expectations to be released, while
inspiring uninhibited social connections.

In my current body of performance work, I use the unicorn as an icon, acting as a
guide for transformation into the fantasy world. Participants in my performances
wear unicorn helmets and elaborate costumes to fully embody their character and
are encouraged to be their essential wild selves. Each performer represents an
identity of universal human experience, while also symbolizing my personal
inhibitions. The unicorns are guided towards a transformation of self by the
Unicorn Trinity: The Unicorn Priest, Bartender, and the Deejay, whom act as
shaman through the unicorn’s journey.

The YoUnicorn Project
10 Unicorns Walk Into A Bar…
Performance/ Multi-Media Installation
2012

Pavel Protsyuk

My paintings deal with the aspects of interaction that capture moment of time
through the process of making. These areas reveal the relations between ethereal
verses opaque, thick verses thin, atmosphere verses solid, allusion verses reality,
exposed verses hidden, etc. As different parts come together, they record
the moment between order and chaos containing evidence of time. I am not
representing the con�lict itself, but instead the residue of the process,
the continuous changing of my mind, and the search to achieve the ideal painting.
It’s this search of balance, setting on a knife's edge between the very moment a
painting secedes or must be scraped down and begun again, that I �ind so
challenging.

No titles
oil on canvas
73” x 73” /each

Hans Rasch

In the course of my work I have come to the realization that the main topic of
identity has been central to why I create the art that I do. It ebbs and �lows and
permeates within each of the different bodies I create. The reason I am so interested
in identity is because of the emphemerality of self. As we get older and acquire new
life experiences we begin to evolve, and at times devolve, into new or different
de�initions of ourselves. With my work I explore the creation, manipulation,
deconstruction, transformation and destruction of my own identity. I then, using
other work that I have created, re-de�ine them into new pieces of artwork.

opposite:

Agape. Eros. Philia.
dance Installation
November 2012
next page:

Down The Rabbit Hole
dance installation (video still)
April 2012
following page:

Aggressive. Passive. Aggressive.
dance installation (video still)
March 2012

Alejandro Simon

Drawing with acrylic and markers is one of the many tools that I can use to better
express myself. These represent the chrysalis, which is the life cycle stage some
�lying insects have to go through in order to be born.

Nature is a big in�luence in my art practice. In these mixed media drawings I use
organic-amorphous shapes, pattern, repetitions, volume, �latness, transparencies
and color.
I have always been interested in the life of insects for they have such a unique and
particular life form. At the moment, my research on these little creatures has taken
me to explore more about cocoons. They are crucial for the life cycle of butter�lies
because they serve as a protection shield and it is where most of the transformation
takes place.

One of the things that makes me connect to these chrysalises is the uncertainty, the
mysterious, and the unknown aspect of the physical transformation from an
enclosed static organism to a very free and rapid butter�ly. I work intuitively,
allowing all the elements mentioned above to take on their own form. The visual
dialog between the drawings and me guides the transformation revealing a vivid
pictorial space in which line and form, process and outcome, environment and
identity become one.

detail of drawings

opposite:

Allusion

Jenny

Rising

Roots

Metapillar

mixed media drawings on Tyvek
60” x 84” /each

mixed media drawings on Tyvek
60” x 84” /each

Noah Verrier

My current body of work is about commitment. Through a year long durational
painting project consisting of 150 sunset oil paintings, my faith was challenged as I
set out to not miss a day of painting (Mon, Wed, Fri) during the same time each day
(sunset). My inventive capacities where challenged as I painted the same location
looking in the same direction each day. My durational project follows in the
footsteps of contemporary artists like Jennifer Bartlett and Marina Ambromavic.
Like Bartlett and Ambromavic, my project pushes the limits of the body and mind.
My paintings also carry on the tradition of the spiritual landscape painters of the
past such as Inness, Turner, and the Hudson River School. Like these great painters
of the past, my canvases convey the light of the setting sun and it's emotional power
on the landscape.
opposite:

Sunset no. 62
next page:

Sunset no. 99
following page:

Painting “Sunset no. 77” on the 4th of July

from the top:

Sunset no. 106
Sunset no. 98
Sunset no. 139
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